
Pipeline Accessories

Wall sleeves
• Fibrecement
• PVC
• Steel

Epoxy coating resin 
4 pipes



Wall sleeves, fiber cement, plastic, steel
The wall sleeves serve in combination with our Pressio and Inner-
Links Seals to penetrate carrier pipes of any material (copper, steel, 
cast iron or plastic) through walls, ceilings and bows. They form a 
perfect wall opening for the seals, so an optimum sealing is gua-
ranteed.

Wall sleeve of asbestos-free fiber cement
- Asbestos-free fiber cement
- Color light grey
- Grooves outside all around
- Smooth inside walls

The sleeve which consists of concrete and glass fiber is water 
pressure tight, non-flammable, corrosion resistant and electrical 
insulating. They feature a high firmness, able to be coated and 
perfect bond to concrete so that it is possible to cast into concrete 
or to wall in. For the use in concrete tanks or containers the wall 
sleeve can be coated. Also the water tight fitting with mortar in a 
wall breakthrough is possible. 

Sizes: DN 80 up to DN 400 length of 200 mm up to 1500 mm

Wall sleeves Fiber Cement 4 pipes

Inside diameter in mm

80 100 125 150 200 250 300 350 400 500 600 700 800

Outside diameter in mm

111 137 166 190 240 308 354 400 458 569 671 769 879

Please consider the following advices if adjustments at the 
fiber cement wall sleeve have to be done on site:
1. Always wear a mask when cutting/working on the

sleeve
2. Cut/work on fiber cement only wet and only with

handoperated or slow moving machines with dust
trashrack

MFPA
tested

The 4 pipes warranty is limited tot he replacement of faulty 
material. The usability oft he product for the individual applica-
tion is fully under the users responsibility.

Wall sleeve with 15 mm spaces to center in core-drilled 
hole for the casting process

PE casting cap
for wall sleeves 4 pipes with
OD 50 mm to 300 mm


